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MEMBERSHIP PREFERENCE

I/We wish to remain a member of the Congregational
Church in Cumberland, UCC

I/We do not wish to remain a member of the
Congregational Church in Cumberland, UCC

I/We wish to transfer my/our membership to:


I/We wish to be placed on the inactive membership list.

I/We wish to have a pastor call. Phone# ____

Signed: ____________________ Date: __________

A FOUND POEM BY REED ALTEMUS

This Found Poem is so different
I feel you should run in full as is.
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nek-tar \\nekt-(r)\n-s [L, ἥ, Gk nectar, prob. lit., overcoming death, fr. nek- (prob. akin to L nec-, nesc death) + -tar (prob. akin to Skt tarati he crosses over, overcomes) — more at NOXIOUS, TERM] 1 a: the drink of the Greek and Roman gods b: elixir of life
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drawn diagrams:
I am not entitled to what I have
therefore
everything I have
is stolen
because
I'm not entitled to it

therefore
I've stolen it
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My object is to show what I have found,
not what I am looking for.

Pablo Picasso
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